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a b s t r a c t

The feasibility of developing biofilm on exhausted carbon using pre-deposited sulfur compounds as the
sole energy source was studied, aiming to re-use them in odor biofiltration. The exhausted carbon with
different properties, including surface pH, sulfur content and porosity, was used. A series of off-line trials
were conducted to investigate the release of sulfur compounds from the exhausted carbon and the attach-
ment of sulfide-oxidizing bacteria on the exhausted carbon. Without any pre-treatment, a few bacteria
attachment on exhausted carbon was observed by SEM, due to possibly the limitation of reduced sulfur
compounds release for bacterial growth. The biofilm development was much improved by adding NaOH
2S
io-regeneration
ulfide-oxidizing bacteria
iofiltration

solution to partially pre-desorb the deposited sulfur into liquid phase, which provided initial energy
for bacterial growth. With the attached bacteria, the further significant release of the deposited sul-
fur was achieved through an additional driving force: biodegradation. The key issues for developing
biofilm on exhausted carbon were concluded, which mainly concerned of desorption of pre-deposited
reduced sulfur compounds and porosity of carbon. The sulfur-associated reactions occurring in develop-
ing biofilm on exhausted carbon was proposed. Bio-regeneration of exhausted carbon in the course of
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biofilm development was

. Introduction

Biofiltration is a relatively new and exciting technology for con-
rolling odors in an ecological and environmental-friendly way
ompared to physical and chemical methods. Selecting a proper
acking material is an important step towards a successful biofil-
ration operation [1]. Recently, the use of activated carbon (AC)
s packing material for odor biofiltration has been explored and
roven to be greatly effective with such advantages as: shorten-

ng residence time and thus reducing the bioreactor size; higher
emoval efficiency due to combining adsorption and biodegrada-
ion; acting as a buffer during fluctuating loadings; and much
xtended lifetime [2–4]. And generally a low pressure drop was
ncountered for H2S removal in a horizontal biotrickling filter [3].

till, further studies are needed to shorten the start-up period and
ut down the investment cost of using a large amount of AC, as a
acking material in odor biofiltration [5].
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reliminarily assessed.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Meanwhile, the exhausted carbon coming from the H2S adsorp-
ion process is a big environmental problem in wastewater
reatment plants (WWTPs) [6]. An idea of reusing exhausted carbon
n odor biofiltration process is considered because of a combination
f the following attractive benefits: renewing adsorption capacity
f AC (i.e. bio-regeneration), reducing the start-up time of biofiltra-
ion (the pre-deposited sulfur compounds could possibly serve as
nergy source for bacterial growth), prolonging AC service life, and
roducing a much cheaper packing material, etc. So far, it is not
lear yet if a sulfide-oxidizing biofilm can successfully be devel-
ped on exhausted carbon by utilizing the pre-deposited sulfur
ompounds as the sole energy source. Once it can be verified, it
ill be feasible to transfer the exhausted carbon into biological

ctivated carbon (BAC) for a sustainable bio-regeneration and/or
e-use in biofiltration. The primary technical challenge associated
s to confirm that most of the pre-adsorbed sulfur compounds in
xhausted carbon could be released in the presence of bacteria

or two benefits: (1) to serve as energy for bacteria to develop
iofilm, and (2) to re-generate the active space for further adsorp-
ion (i.e. bio-regeneration). Although the term “bio-regeneration”
as ever mentioned in odor biofiltration using AC as packing mate-

ial [3,4], there has been little attempt found to identify the optimal

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:ryan@ntu.edu.sg
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2008.08.060
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onditions for the largest release of pre-adsorbed sulfur, and to
nderstand lots of unknowns concerning microbial metabolisms
nd sulfur mass transfer on exhausted carbon.

Therefore, research efforts should be involved to find out the
onditions for sulfide-oxidizing bacteria to access most of pre-
eposited sulfur compounds on exhausted carbon. For this purpose,
successful biofilm development on exhausted carbon, based on

he pre-adsorbed sulfur as the sole energy source, will be a direct
onfirmation. In this study, the work was carried out to evaluate the
easibility of biofilm development and bio-regeneration of various
xhausted carbon that are purposely differentiated in surface pH,
ulfur content and porosity. The focus of the study is to understand
he condition suitable for exhausted carbon as packing material in
dor biofiltration. If this idea can be verified, exhausted carbon is
xpected to have comparable and even superior performance over
resh carbon as packing material in odor biofiltration.

. Materials and methods

.1. Preparation of H2S-exhausted carbon

Activated carbon with pellet-shaped in 4 mm of diameter, from
acobi Group (AddSorb VA3, designated as “VA”), was selected. It is
hemically impregnated carbon, and is currently the most widely
sed type of AC for H2S removal. The H2S-exhausted carbon was
btained from the breakthrough capacity test following the stan-
ard adsorption method (ASTM-D6646-03). Details of the test can
e found in our previous work [7]. The exhausted carbon was col-

ected from top, middle and bottom of the adsorption bed, and
esignated with additional letter “E”, and termed as “1, 2, 3” for
he top, middle and bottom carbon, respectively.

.2. Biofilm development on exhausted carbon

10 g of exhausted carbon was added into 500 mL of flasks con-
aining 200 mL of sterilized mineral salt medium (pH 7.0 ± 0.2) in
he following composition (g/L): KH2PO4, 3.0; K2HPO4, 3.0; NH4Cl,
.4; MgCl2·6H2O, 0.4. 1 mL of enriched microbial consortium con-
aining 1.9 × 107 CFU/mL of autotrophic sulfide-oxidizing bacteria
SOB) was inoculated into the flasks. The detailed procedure for
nriching the microbial consortium was given in our previous work
8]. Control experiments were also conducted under the same
xperimental conditions but without adding microbial inoculums.
oth experimental and control flasks were covered with cotton
toppers and incubated on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm at room tem-
erature. During the whole stage, no external sulfur source was
dded into the flasks except for the sulfur previously deposited on
he exhausted carbon. The pH of liquid was measured using a Horiba
-53 pH meter, and the concentration of sulfate (the final oxidized

roduct) was determined by the standard method [9].

Bacterial count for autotrophic SOB on carbon surface was deter-
ined using thiosulfate (TS) medium agar, which was prepared

sing autoclave-sterilized mineral salt agar (mineral salt medium
ith 15% Bacto agar) and filter-sterilized TS solution. The bacterial

s
t
[
u
o

able 1
ulfur content, surface pH and structural parameters of carbon samples

ample Sulfur content (w/w%, S/AC) pH

S-combustible sulfur S-sulfate

A 0.26 – 9.9
A-E1 2.85 0.18 8.9
A-E2 5.73 0.56 5.3
A-E3 10.19 1.27 4.2

: non-detectable. Vmic: micropore volume; SBET: BET surface area; Smic: micropore area; S
aterials 164 (2009) 726–732 727

ells were de-attached from carbon and suspended in solution fol-
owing the method as described by Chung et al. [4]. Triplicate plates

ere prepared to get the average count.

.3. Carbon identification

A thorough analysis of AC (fresh, exhausted carbon and BAC)
as conducted using various approaches. Three analyses for each

ample were carried out for repeatability and precision of the mea-
urement. For measurement of surface pH and sulfate content of
C, 1 g of sample was soaked in 50 mL of ultra-pure water and
wirled in an auto-shaker for 24 h to reach equilibrium. The resulted
olution was passed through a 0.2-�m membrane filter to remove
articles. The pH and the sulfate concentration of the filtered solu-
ion were then determined by the methods above mentioned. The

icrometrics BET Analyzer model ASAP 2010 was used to measure
he porosity of AC samples. Thermal analysis was conducted using
thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA) (Netzsch STA 409) to identify

he deposited sulfur species on AC. The combustible sulfur of AC was
etermined using a thermo-analytical analyzer (PE2400 series II
HNS/O analyzer, PerkinElmer Instruments). For the morphological
bservation of carbon surface and biofilm development, the car-
on pellets were fixed, dried and viewed with a scanning electron
icroscope (SEM) (Stereoscan 420, Leica, Cambridge Instruments)

s described previously [3].

.4. Pre-treatment of exhausted carbon

Chemical pre-treatment was performed to enhance the release
f sulfur compounds from exhausted carbon into liquid phase and
nsure an efficient biofilm development. 50 mL of 1N NaOH solu-
ion was added into 10 g of exhausted carbon in a 500 mL of flask,
haking 24 h for a complete reaction. And then, pH was adjusted
ack to neutral and the solution containing sulfur compounds and
C was ready for biofilm development.

. Results and discussion

.1. Characteristics of H2S-exhausted carbon

In breakthrough test, total capacity of H2S adsorption was 8.3%
w/w) H2S/AC for VA carbon. The exhausted carbon was charac-
erized for the surface properties, such as sulfur content, pH and
tructural parameters, which compared with those of fresh car-
on (Table 1), for the purpose of screening the optimum exhausted
arbon to be re-used as packing material in biofiltration.

The pH values of exhausted carbon decreased from the top
VA-E1) to the bottom (VA-E3) of adsorption bed, while both the
ombustible sulfur and sulfate contents increased largely with the

ame change of carbon. The detail explanation associated with
hese changing tendencies can be found in our previous publication
7]. After the breakthrough of the bed, the bottom carbon was fully
sed, but the top carbon still remained similar as fresh carbon with
nly a few sulfur detected, due to little H2S left in the gas stream

Structural parameters

Vmic (cm3/g) SBET (m2/g) Smic (m2/g) Sext (m2/g)

0.18 910 400 510
0.167 845 378 466
0.142 776 322 454
0.075 641 178 463

ext: external surface area.
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t outlet [7]. The combustible sulfur could be any reduced sulfur
pecies (but excluding S (VI), such as sulfate) which can be poten-
ially utilized by bacteria. The content of combustible sulfur was
bviously higher than the sulfate in the corresponding exhausted
arbon.

In Table 1, BET surface area (SBET) reduced significantly from
op to bottom carbon, due to the much larger deposition of sulfur
roducts in carbon pores at inlet than at outlet of the bed [10].
he micropore volume (Vmic) and surface area (Smic) decreased
rom top to bottom carbon, indicating potentially a higher physical
dsorption capacity of top carbon in re-use process. Meanwhile,
he external surface area (Sext) can be used to indicate the avail-
ble surface for bacteria growth as nearly all internal surface areas
re inaccessible, due to the large size of microorganisms (∼1 �m)
11]. There was not much change in Sext for VA-exhausted carbon
n comparison to fresh carbon, implying a large space still available
or bacterial attachment on the exhausted carbon.

.2. Biofilm development on exhausted carbon

The different exhausted carbon (Table 1) could result in differ-
nt biofilm development. It is worthy to investigate the suitability
f exhausted carbon for developing BAC. The effectiveness of micro-
ial sulfur oxidation was confirmed through the comparison of
atch incubation of exhausted carbon with and without bacterial
ulture. The sulfate concentration and pH were employed as two
ndicators to monitor the sulfur bio-oxidation during biofilm devel-
pment on exhausted carbon (Fig. 1A), and results of pH were not

hown here. Three experiments (with bacteria) were referred to
VA1, -2 and -3 while correspondingly their controls (without bac-
eria) were VA1, -2 and -3 involving the top, middle and bottom
xhausted carbon, respectively.

ig. 1. Sulfate concentration profile during biofilm development without pre-
reatment (A) and with pre-treatment (B).
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aterials 164 (2009) 726–732

Fig. 1A showed abrupt change in sulfate concentration in the
olution after 1-day incubation for all experiments and con-
rols, attributing to different sulfate contents of exhausted carbon
Table 1). The sulfate contents of controls (VA1, -2 and -3) appeared
elatively constant with time after the 1st day up to the 28th day.
here was no significant difference in sulfate content between con-
rol and experiment solution for the top carbon (VA1 and BVA1).
t most likely attributed to the very low sulfur content (Table 1),
esulting in little sulfur available for bacteria. Nevertheless, sul-
ate contents of BVA2 and BVA3 increased obviously with time,
ccompanied by a gradual pH drop, in comparison to their con-
rols (VA2 and VA3). The widening deviation of both sulfate content
nd pH value with time between the experiment and control trials
ndicated the occurrence of microbial sulfur oxidation clearly.

On the 14th day, the pH in liquid with bottom carbon was
djusted from 5.2 and 6.2 to 7.0 for experiment and control, respec-
ively, to verify the bacterial function again. Results showed that

ore sulfate was produced in the experiment than control flasks
ight after the change made, confirming that the bacteria indeed
layed an important role in sulfur release from the exhausted car-
on.

After 28 days of biofilm development, combustible sulfur of the
ontrol and experimental carbon was analyzed, in comparison with
hat of exhausted carbon (Fig. 2A). The difference of sulfur content
etween the exhausted and control was attributed to wash sulfur
ompound into aquatic solution. A clear decrease of combustible
ulfur in experiment from that in control indicated that bacteria
ould play an important role in releasing combustible sulfur from
xhausted carbon, followed by bio-oxidation to sulfate in the liquid
hase (Fig. 1A). A thorough study of sulfur balance and distribution

n carbon and solution is thus worthy, and it will be carried out in

near future.

Morphological observation, carried out after 15 days of biofilm
evelopment, showed that rod-shaped bacteria (∼1 �m in length)
istributed partially on carbon surface (Fig. 3A). Bacterial counts

ig. 2. Combustible sulfur content after 28 days without pre-treatment (A) and after
4 days with pre-treatment (B).
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Fig. 3. Micrographs of microorganism grown on BVA3 surface for 1

rom the 5th to 28th day of biofilm development revealed that there
ere SOB approximately 1.0 to 5.8 × 105 CFU/g dry AC presented on

hese BAC. BVA1 with low deposited sulfur content presented rel-
tively less bacteria attachment, while for BVA3 with higher sulfur
ontent, higher numbers of bacteria could be observed. SEM pic-
ures were also taken from control carbon, with no bacteria but
nly chemical crystals shown.

Similar trials were conducted with exhausted carbon from vir-
in AP460 (Calgon Carbon Corporation), but there was no difference
ound between control and experiments, in terms of sulfate con-
ent in liquid and combustible sulfur in carbon (data not shown).
he possible reasons are due to different adsorption mechanisms
ssociated for the two types of carbon [12,13] which could result
n different release of pre-deposited sulfur. Carbon type was also
eported to be a key issue for desorption and bio-regeneration of
ther adsorbed chemicals [14]. In the study, the difference resulting
rom carbon types will not be discussed in detail.

.3. Enhanced biofilm development on exhausted carbon by
dding NaOH

Although a green light of developing biofilm on VA-exhausted
arbon was seen based on pre-deposited sulfur as the sole energy
ource, the development process was slow and the amounts of bac-
eria attached on the surface of exhausted carbon were significantly
ower than those of other studies where external energy source was
rovided continuously [4]. A large amount of reduced sulfur was
till remained in AC (Fig. 2A). Therefore, it is critical to significantly
nhance the release of these reduced sulfur compounds so as to
nsure a good biofilm development.

NaOH solution was added as a pre-treatment step to enhance the
esorption of sulfur compounds in exhausted carbon into aquatics
hase, followed by the normal biofilm development procedure. As
hown in Fig. 1B, the sulfate contents in three BVA flasks increased
argely with time at the first 8 days while those of controls remained
onstant. In addition, compared to Fig. 1A, pre-treatment indeed
ncreased greatly the quantity of sulfur bio-oxidized. In a quanti-
ative comparison, sulfate generated in liquid on the 24th day was
ound at 8.56% S-sulfate/AC for BVA3 with adding NaOH, while it
as only 1.85% S-sulfate/AC without pre-treatment on the 28th day.

he pH (data not shown here) in experimental flasks decreased and
as adjusted to 7 when it dropped to below 3 while in the controls,

he pH remained always constant.

As shown in Fig. 2B, a large amount of combustible sulfur in

xhausted carbon was removed by NaOH adding. Further release
f sulfur was achieved by bacterial function, resulting in much
ess sulfur remained in experiments than those in controls. Com-
ared with the case without pre-treatment (Fig. 2A), the remaining

s
b
c
e
t

without pre-treatment (A) and for 8 days with pre-treatment (B).

ombustible sulfur of BVA was much fewer for the case with pre-
reatment.

After the pre-treatment followed by biofilm development run
or 8 days, the carbon pellet was collected for SEM observation
Fig. 3B). The result showed that biofilm was well devel-
ped on BVA3, supported by the plate count of SOB attached:
.6 × 108 CFU/g dry AC, much higher than those of BVA without pre-
reatment. The reason associated is that, due to NaOH adding, much

ore reduced sulfur released (Fig. 2B), which benefited to the ini-
ial formation of a biofilm on carbon surface. It could then be much
asier for the immobilized bacteria than suspended ones to access
he pre-deposited sulfur on exhausted carbon, evidenced by much
igher combustible sulfur released due to bacterial contribution
Fig. 2B). Bacterial cell attachment on an adsorbent was previously
hown to facilitate the biodegradation of other pre-adsorbed chem-
cals [15,16]. It is possible that the attached bacteria may be exposed
o a higher chemical concentration (i.e. sulfur compounds in this
tudy) within the inner boundary diffusion film compared to that
f bulk solution, resulting in enhanced biodegradation.

.4. Sulfur reactions associated in developing biofilm with
re-treatment

Sulfur deposits in exhausted carbon were previously formed
n the H2S adsorption process. The transformation of these sul-
ur species is the basis for understanding the biofilm development

echanism.

.4.1. Identification of sulfur species on carbon
Thermal analysis was conducted to identify the deposited sulfur

pecies on the AC. The results of the bottom carbon are presented
n Fig. 4, as a representative. From previous work, it was learnt that
he peak centered at about 240–300 ◦C was assigned to the pres-
nce of bonded SO2, and the peak centered at about 380–400 ◦C
epresented elemental sulfur [10,17]. In this study, the DTG curve
f the fresh carbon (VA) was almost featureless in the tempera-
ure range of 200–500 ◦C. For exhausted (VA-E3), control (VA3) and
xperimental samples (BVA3) without pre-treatment, one peak was
bserved at about 380–400 ◦C, suggesting elemental sulfur proba-
ly dominated. Moreover, the DTG peak of control was smaller than
hat of the exhausted one, showing the effects of nutrient water and
haking to wash off some sulfur into liquid phase, possibly in the
olloidal form [10,18]. It was also suggested that some elemental

ulfur (sulfur radicals) might be capable of interactions with car-
on surface during water washing, resulting in oxidation along with
reation of more water-soluble sulfur species [17]. Furthermore, an
ven smaller DTG peak was found for experimental carbon than
hat of control, indicating some sulfur compounds removed from
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Fig. 4. DTG curves for bottom samples without and with pre-treatment.

he carbon through bacterial degradation. The contents of sulfur
ompounds on carbon were estimated from DTG curves via sep-
ration of both S-SO2, elemental sulfur peaks (Sel) and others in
ifferent temperature ranges [17] (Table 2). It can be seen that
6.2 and 29.4% of S-SO2 and Sel were reduced in control (VA3),
espectively, compared to exhausted carbon (VA-E3). Meanwhile
hey were decreased further by biodegradation (BVA3) for 50.0 and
8.7%, respectively.

Curves VA3-Na and BVA3-Na represented the control and
xperimental samples with pre-treatment, respectively. Three
ell-defined peaks were found around 280, 410 and 680 ◦C in the

urve of VA3-Na control. It showed that NaOH adding resulted in the
emoval of a large quantity of elemental sulfur (75.8% in Table 2)
rom exhausted carbon, and generated some products including
ossibly sulfur oxide (at peak 280 ◦C) and new sulfur species (at
eak 680 ◦C). For BVA3-Na, only a small peak around 300 ◦C (0.37%)
emained, which might be the remaining bonded SO2 that cannot
e used by bacteria or the sulfate adsorbed in biofilm.

.4.2. Identification of sulfur species in liquid
After adding NaOH solution into carbon samples and shaking

or 24 h, the solution became yellow color in the flasks contain-
ng middle and bottom carbon with higher sulfur content, while
or fresh carbon without sulfur and top carbon with little sulfur,
olution color did not change. After that, HCl solution was added
o adjust the pH back to neutral, and then white precipitates were
roduced in the flasks containing middle and bottom carbon. And
gain, no evident change was found for solutions with fresh and
op carbon. Preliminary sulfur analysis using standard methods [9]

ound that the yellow solution contained mainly S2O3

2−, S2− and
little of elemental sulfur (data not shown), but after the addition
f HCl solution, the main sulfur species in solution was elemental
ulfur.

able 2
ulfur content on bottom samples without and with pre-treatment (%)

ample S-SO2 (240–340 ◦C) Sel (340–480 ◦C) Other S (600–700 ◦C)

A-E3 2.10 7.65 0.00
A3 1.55 5.40 0.00
VA3 1.05 3.92 0.00
A3-Na 2.86 1.85 0.43
VA3-Na 0.37 0.19 0.00
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According to the pathway of H2S adsorption on the alkaline acti-
ated carbon [10], there were possibly several sulfur species (H2S,
S−, S, SO2) deposited on carbon. The dissolved sulfide (H2S/HS) in
austic solution reacted with the elemental sulfur to form polysul-
des Sx

2−. Lower molecular weight polysulfides in caustic solution
eacted with elemental sulfur to form higher molecular polysulfides
19,20]. Therefore, the possible sulfur reactions associated in devel-
ping biofilm with pre-treatment were proposed as the following
19,21,22]:

1) After adding NaOH solution into exhausted carbon:

H2S(ads) + OH−1(aq) → HS−(aq) + H2O

SO2(ads) + 2OH−1(aq) → SO3
2−(aq) + H2O

S0(ads) + SO3
2−(aq) → S2O3

2−(aq)

Then, elemental sulfur reacted with sulfide in caustic condition
to yield polysulfide compounds (yellow color):

(x − 1) S0(ads) + HS−(aq) � Sx
2− + H+

2) After adding HCl to neutralize the solution:

Sx
2−(aq) + 2H+ → H2S + (x − 1)S(white precipitates)

S2O3
2−(aq) + 2H+ → SO2 + H2O + S(white precipitates)

3) Formation of biofilm initially on the carbon surface by utilizing
reduced sulfur in liquid as energy for bacteria:

H2S + 2O2 → 2H+ + SO4
2−(with SOB)

S + (3/2)O2 + H2O → 2H+ + SO4
2−(with SOB)

SO3
2− + (1/2)O2 → SO4

2−(with SOB)

Suspended bacteria + desorbed reduced sulfur

→ a thin layer of biofilm on carbon

4) Further enhanced the release of sulfur compounds from
exhausted carbon due to the presence of initial biofilm on car-
bon, resulting in more bacteria growth on carbon surface:

The thin layer of biofilm + sulfur deposits on carbon

→ well developed biofilm

Based on the above results, the biofilm development on
xhausted carbon could be considered as a combination of the
ollowing aspects: (1) part of the sulfur compounds could release
rom the exhausted carbon into liquid phase by water washing or
re-treatment; (2) the desorbed reduced sulfur compounds can be

iodegraded by suspending bacteria in liquid phase, thus allow-

ng SOB to grow in the solution; (3) some active bacteria might
ttach on the carbon surface to form a biofilm initially at external
urface of carbon, and then they were exposed to a steeper concen-
ration gradient of sulfur compounds; (4) following that, further
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Table 3
Regeneration efficiency of combustible sulfur in VA exhausted carbon (%)

Sample Without pre-treatment With pre-treatment

Control Experiment Net contribution of bacteria Control Experiment Net contribution of bacteria

T 65.6 93.0 27.4
M 54.5 93.4 38.9
B 65.8 92.3 26.5
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op 13.7 33.0 19.3
iddle 14.5 47.3 32.8

ottom 7.8 18.0 10.2

esorbed sulfur compounds resulted in more bacteria growth on
arbon surface.

It was reported that too much biomass attachment could block
he carbon external pores and make the adsorption capacity loss,
esulting in limited buffer capacity of BAC during transient load-
ng [23]. Therefore, the free biofilm coverage on the carbon with
xposure areas can benefit to keep adsorption capacity in odor
iofiltration process. Alternatively, a weak biofilm is not efficiently
nough regarding contaminates removal [8,24]. Hence, the overall
onsideration of the biofilm development is to optimize the com-
ination of the two effects, biodegradation and adsorption. Further
ork should be conducted to investigate the odor removal perfor-
ance of these developed BAC. It is expected that the start-up time

f using exhausted carbon in biofiltration will be much shorten
ompared to fresh carbon, as energy source (the sulfur deposits)
lready existed in exhausted carbon surface.

Besides, although adding NaOH demonstrated an essential pre-
reatment for the release of sulfur from exhausted carbon and
nhancement of biofilm development on exhausted carbon in off-
ine trials, an on-line biofiltration showed that it was not necessary
or the pre-treatment of reduced sulfur from exhausted carbon
data not shown). It was because supplied H2S could be used as
he initial energy for bacteria growth on carbon. And later, attached
acteria facilitated the release of deposited sulfur from exhausted
arbon.

.5. Bio-regeneration

The simultaneous bio-regeneration of exhausted carbon in the
ourse of biofilm development was preliminarily assessed through
nalyzing sulfur compounds and BET porosity of the developed BAC.
t was evidenced that there was less combustible sulfur found in
xperimental samples than those in controls (Fig. 2), correspond-
ng to higher sulfate contents detected from experimental flasks
han those from control ones (Fig. 1). Regeneration efficiencies
f combustible sulfur in exhausted carbon are shown in Table 3.
round 18–47% of overall regeneration efficiencies were achieved

or exhausted VA carbon without any pre-treatment, among which
10–33% of sulfur removal was attributed to biodegradation.
re-treatment of adding NaOH enhanced the overall regener-
tion efficiency of combustible sulfur in exhausted carbon to
2–93%, with the net contribution of bio-regeneration increased to
26–39%. It confirmed the effect of attached bacterial occurrence

n enhancing the release of sulfur. A decrease in intensities of the
ulfur peak in DTG curves (Fig. 4) also showed directly the effect of
iological regeneration of VA exhausted carbon.

Removal of pre-deposited sulfur compounds on exhausted car-
on can re-open adsorption sites or free carbon pores, which can
e re-used for further adsorption of targeted contaminants. Vmic
nd Smic of different samples, including fresh, exhausted carbon
nd BVA without and with pre-treatment, are shown in Fig. 5. In

eveloping biofilm without pre-treatment, the Vmic and Smic of BVA

ncreased from those of exhausted carbon, indicating the regener-
tion effects. Furthermore, with pre-treatment the generated BAC
BVA-Na) had further enlarged Vmic and Smic which reached almost
he similar level as that of fresh carbon. In more details, the bottom
ig. 5. Micropore volume and area for VA samples without and with pre-treatment.

xhausted carbon remained only about 40% of the initial Vmic and
mic of fresh carbon, which were renewed in BAC generated without
re-treatment to 67 and 74% of the initial Vmic and Smic, respec-
ively. With pre-treatment, the Vmic and Smic of the developed BAC
ere further increased to 80 and 95% of initial ones, respectively,
emonstrating a significant recovery of adsorption capacity. This
esulted from the removal of sulfur deposited in the micropores of
he carbon earlier [25].

. Conclusions

In summary, this study directly confirmed that, without sup-
lying any external energy source, the sulfide-oxidizing bacteria
ould access partially the pre-adsorbed sulfur in VA exhausted
arbon for bacterial growth and then form a biofilm on carbon sur-
ace. Therefore, it is highly feasible to develop BAC from exhausted
arbon, benefiting to sustainable bio-regeneration and re-use of
hese carbon in odor biofiltration. The guideline of developing
AC from exhausted carbon was investigated, including utilizable
ulfur compounds (i.e. energy for bacterial growth), carbon exter-
al surface area (space for bacterial attachment), and micropore
olume and area (active site for physical/chemical adsorption). Pre-
reatment trials by adding NaOH proved to be effective to enhance
he development of biofilm on exhausted carbon. Additionally,
he function of bio-regeneration in the course of biofilm devel-
pment on exhausted carbon supported the idea of simultaneous
io-regeneration of exhausted carbon for a sustainable biofiltration
ystem.
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